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The Phot©grammetry and Mapping Bivision of the 
Arizona Highway Department conducted tests to compare ac
curacy of results from their Wild RG S camera with results 
from their Wild RG 9» A 21-mile highway relocation project 
with 160 points for which state plane coordinates were known 
was selected as the test area. The points were marked with 
panels to make them visible on aerial photographs, and the 
area was photographed with both cameras. The photographs 
were analyzed and state plane coordinates were determined 
for all points which could be identified on the photographs. 
The coordinates from the photographs were compared with the 
coordinates from ground surveys» Results from the RG 9 
•photographs were better than those obtained from the RG 8 $ 
but neither set was as good as had been anticipated. Several 
of the traverse points and boundary monuments could not be 
identified on the photographs, The errors in coordinates of 
the monuments which could be identified were generally well 
within limits of accuracy for rural land, Some flight lines 
showed what appeared to be a systematic error, due probably 
to an incorrect position of one or more control points, A 
comparison was also made on four smaller projects. Results 
of these were comparable to the main project in accuracy.

viii
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The Arizona Highway Department depends to a great 
extent upon photogrammetry as a source of basic engineering 
data, and the use of aerial surveys and photogrammetry by 
the Department has been in development for a number of years„ 

In 1956, the Federal Aid Highway Act was passed and 
this carried considerable weight in the development of the 
system of Interstate and defense highways =, The demands on 
all state highway departments were increased because of 
heavy work loads and short completion schedules= It became 
necessary to implement the engineering and planning depart
ments with the use of ph©tegraamietrie methods, since these 
could be used to produce adequate data with fewer personnel 
and in less time than conventional methods,

Photogrammetry is usually.associated with mapping, 
as this has been the chief application in highway engineer
ing <. Photogramrnetrie mapping is now extensively used for 
route studies, location and design»

Analytical photogramrnetrie techniques for obtaining 
numerical coordinates of points are becoming more and more 
important as better methods are devised and increased accu
racy obtainedo Uses of analytical coordinates include con
trol for construction, inventorying as-built conditions, and 
establishment of the location of property corners=
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Future uses ©f analytical techniques will probably 
include replacement ©f certain current types of field work, 
such as locating utility lines, determining sight distances, 
location of guard rails, landscape planning, and the supple
menting of other types. This will become more and more im
portant as the cost of field surveys rises,

Photogrammetry as used by highway departments is 
almost entirely a system of mensuration, as photo-interpre
tation is rarely included, Photogrammetric measurements are 
ordinarily recorded in two distinct forms, one of them being 
graphical, such as the compilation of maps; the other being 
numerical, which includes the establishment of coordinates.

Continuity in Highway Engineering 
The planning, construction, and maintenance of a high

way encompasses a regular schedule of events, from the time a 
project is first proposed until completion of the project and 
use of the highway, These events include reconnaissance sur
veying, route planning, location, design, acquisition of 
right-of-way, construction, payment of the contractors, prep
aration of as-built drawings, and maintenance of the finished 
project,

Photogrammetry can play a large part in all or almost 
all of these phases, i reconnaissance is normally made for 
route planning, and all of the possible alternate locations 
are studied, following which one of the alternates is selected



for more detailed study» A number of factors enter into the 
selection of an alternate, including terrain, land use, and ' 
traffic serviceo In remote areas, terrain would probably 
be the dominant factor, while in heavily populated areas, 
land use might predominate. Information derived from 
photogrammetry can be of highest importance in reconnaissance 
studies.

Once a route is selected, the design phase begins.
This again depends on maps with a certain standard of accu
racy, and these maps can be provided by photogrammetry. 
Occasionally in heavily wooded or brushy country, it may be 
necessary to check some of the contours by field methods, 
but in general the standards can be adequately met by photo- 
gramme trie mapping procedures.

When the design is completed, the construction cen
terline is staked in the field, and all of the other details 
of the design are also transferred to the construction site.

Following construction, photogrammetry again provides 
a valuable tool in completing the as-built maps of the project.

Location of Boundary Monuments
One phase in which photogrammetry has been little 

used in Arizona is the determination of the positions of 
boundary monuments for the purpose of right-of-way acquisi
tion. Part of the reluctance to use it can be traced to the 
uncertain legal status of such determinations, and part to



lacks until very recent development, of analytical techniques 
which will give coordinates of points on photographs to with
in a very small ratio of the flight height»

The acquisition of land for right-of-way is necessary 
in virtually all highway construction projects, and ordinarily 
requires an accurate determination of the positions of exist
ing boundary monuments =, In rural areas, these monuments may 
be section comers or section subdivision corners, while in 
urban areas they are usually block or lot corners =

The field location of boundary markers is usually 
accomplished, by ordinary ground survey methods * These methods 
include the use of transit9 theodolite, and steel measuring 
tape, or more recently, the use of electronic distance meas
uring devices. The monuments are located by traversing, 
triangulation, t rilat erat ion, or possibly some eombimatiea 
of these methods, so that the monuments may be accurately 
plotted on the project maps to determine the relative loca
tion of the boundary lines and the limiting lines of the area 
needed for the construction project.

These regularly used methods will yield results with 
an accuracy consistent with the requirements of the situation, 
but they usually involve a considerable expenditure of funds 
for field work; the cost increasing with the accuracy re
quired , other things being equal.



In recent years there have been a number of develop
ments In analytical photogrammetryj, and additional techniques 
are constantly being tried with the aim of improving the 
accuracy of the results<> lew developments have also Included 
new cameras and their lens systems 9 new films and film emml- 
sions«, and stabilized film base. The development of various 
computer-coupled analytical plotting systems has been one of 
the largest contributors to accuracy in the methods.

In analytical photogrammetry a mathematical model is 
constructed to represent the relationships between points on 
the ground and in the space above the grounds the perspective 
center of the lens, and the images on the photographs. This 
distinguishes the method from instrumental photogrammetry, 
where actual or virtual models are constructed and measure
ments taken from the models.

The application of numerical analysis to the mathe
matical model results in solutions to the problems of camera 
orientation, space resection and orientation, space inter
section, and triangulation of strips or blocks of aerial 
photographs.

The mathematical models ordinarily contain high- 
order polynomials, whose rigorous treatment depends on com
puter calculations in order to achieve results within an 
economical time limit.



Some of the oommereial companies which specialize im 
analytical photogrammetry now claim to fee able to locate the 
horizontal positions of points on photographs with an accuracy 
of one ten-thousandth of the flight height above the terrain= 
For example, on photographs taken at a flying height of 6000 
feet, points could be located within six-tenths of a foot of 
their true position»

Economy Offered 
The location of boundary monuments by analytical 

phot©grammetrie methods would appear to promise a large 
economy, partieularly in instances where the field conditions 
make it difficult or time-consuming to survey by the usual 
methods. However, it is still necessary for phot©grammetrie 
location to yield results of sufficient accuracy to meet the 
requirements and standards of accuracy normally obtained by 
ground survey methods, because these standards are normally 
based on the value ©f the land. In rural areas where land 
values are relatively low, third-order accuracy of traverses 
(one in 5000, or approximately one foot per mile) might be 
acceptable. Urban property, with much higher values, might 
require closures as precise as 1:100,000 or even 1:200,000.

In Oalifornia, for example, it has been found feasible 
to fly at an elevation of 300 feet, with helicopters, to ob
tain aerial photographs of urban areas. At this height a



two-inch circle will show tap as a target, permitting accurate 
location of urban property corners»

If it were possible to supplant the regular ground 
survey work with.analytical photogrammetrie methods for lo
cating boundary markers9 it would not entirely eliminate 
grounds or field, work, as it would still be necessary to 
find the existing monuments, panel them to make them visible 
and identifiable on the photographs, and later to tie them in 
to the right-of-way acquisitions« But, still, the photo- 
grammetrio tie-ins of the existing monuments to the survey 
system would in many instances offer a clear-cut economy on 
the total survey expenses incurred in highway location and 
construction.(Katibah, lf6&j Moffitt, 1964; Thompson, 1964)0
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The Arizoaa Highway Department does a large per
centage of its mapping by the use of photogrammetry in the 
Phot ©grammet ry and Mapping Division of the department in 
Phoenixo

The division uses a Wild EG 8 camera,/ manufactured 
by Wild Heerbrugg Instruments, Inc., of Heerbrugg, Switzer
land, for most of its aerial photography.

After the division purchased a Wild EG 9 camera, 
division personnel conducted an extensive search of photo- 
grammetric literature to see whether any tests had been made 
to compare the accuracy of photographic point positions on 
Wild EC 8 photographs with point positions on EC 9 photo
graphs , but no such tests had been published,

Early in 1967, the division initiated a program to 
obtain such a comparison. The point positions determined by 
analytical photogrammetric methods on photographs from each 
camera would be compared with the positions determined by 
ground survey methods, Also, a check would be made to see 
whether the photographic point positions fell within the 
limits of one ten-thousandth of the flight height, •

One of the early steps was the selection of an area 
with a closed network of control points for which the state



plane coordinates were known = This area was to "be photo
graphed with "both the EG # and EG f cameras, under conditions 
as nearly identical as possible» Before photographing, the 
points were to be paneled to permit them to be seen and 
identified on the photographs, so a decision on the method 
of paneling and the materials to be used was also necessaryo 

Both sets of photographs, together with the coordi
nates of a few selected control points, would be submitted 
to a private firm specializing in analytical photogrammetry. 
The coordinates of the given points would include some along 
each flight strip, to permit a check on the bridging as the 
work progressedo

The end photograph of a strip of photographs is set 
up and oriented according to given information on the hori
zontal and vertical coordinates of control points at the end 
of the strip. Then the next photograph is aligned and ori
ented with the first one, by making common points on both 
photographs hold to the same coordinates» A third and more 
photographs are added, each time making the points common 
to two or more photographs hold to the same common coordi
nates, until the end of the flight strip is reached= The 
strip of photographs is called a bridge„

The coordinates and elevations of the withheld 
points would be determined independently from the set of 
photographs from each of the cameras» The results of the



analytical work would them be compared, with the ground survey 
determined values for the points»

The results of the above comparisons would be analysed 
to determine whether careful analytical work with the set of 
photographs from either camera would yield horizontal coordi
nates with an accuracy within the commercial claims of hori
zontal positioning to 1/10,0®# of the flight height =

The photographic scale selected was 1 inch = 1000 
feet for both cameras, and this determined the flight heights 
above the average terrain= The flight height for the R0 $ 

was 6000 feet above the terrain, and that for the RG 9 was 
3480 feet, to achieve the desired scale=

In consequence of this selection, horizontal posi
tioning within 1/10,000 of the flight height would mean with
in six-tenths of a foot for the RG 8 photography and within 
0o348 feet for the RG 9°

The area selected for the test was the proposed re
construction of the Bagdad-Hillside highway, State Route 96, 
Project No. 370-201, Job No. 372, located in Yavapai Oounty. 
The project is about 21 miles long and includes approximately 
l60 survey points whose coordinates and elevations are known 
from ground surveys. . Project planning by photogrammetric 
methods had been completed prior to the time of this test 
project.
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It was felt that this area with its array ©f survey 

and beumdary monuments was typical ©f those encountered in 
the work ©f the highway department3 and that the results 
would provide an adequate picture of the capabilities of the 
analytical process»

Tonography and Alignment 
The topography of the area is quite rugged and hilly = 

Elevations range from approximately 23GO to 4100 feet above 
sea levelo The route crosses the Santa Maria River valley, 
and generally follows the existing State Highway 96, except 
for variations made necessary by the easing of curves and 
grades (Pig. I).

Control
The control points and boundary monuments included 

traverse and triangulation stations, bench marks, and section 
and quarter-section corners. The section and quarter-section 
corners were - located by tr1amgulation, trilat©ration, and 
traversing. 1 Wild T 2 theodolite was used for angle meas
urements and a Geodimeter for measurement of distances. 
Vertical control was carried by vertical angles and by 
leveling with a Zeiss MI 2 level.

Reduction of Data 
The ground survey measurements were reduced, bal

anced, and converted to the state plane coordinate system



g. 1. Topographip Map, Bagdad-Hillside Area. 
Scales 1# = 20 miles
Sourcei Arizona Highway Department Publication
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by means of a series of computer programs„ The total length 
of the project was divided into four parts for conversion to 
state plane coordinates because- of the differences in eleva
tion. Four grid reduction factors were assigned, and the 
elevation ranges for each grid reduction factor were t Divi
sion 1, 3000 to 4000 feet above sea level; Division 2, 2300 
to 3000 feet; Division 3, 2900 to 3'SOO feet, and Division 4, 
3600 to 4100 feet.

The raw traverse had a total length of 19<3,S$5 = 2S4 
feet. The linear error of closure was 1.644 feet, for an 
order of accuracy of It12©,̂ 53= The angular error of closure 
was 1.548 seconds, or 0=044 seconds per angle for the 35 
angles in the traverse. r

Each of the ground control points and boundary monu
ments was paneled for aerial photography with crossed white 
plastic strips. The strips were one foot wide and 10 feet 
long. Some of these targets were modified later by the ad
dition to each arm of a five foot strip, 22 inches wide.
These are shown in Figures 2 and 3 °

The strips were held in place on the ground with
spikes, lath, and occasionally with rocks, depending on the 
soil conditions.
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Fig. 2. Standard Target
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Fig. 3. Modified Target



•Cameras
As discussed earliers two cameras were used to photo

graph the project, the Wild EC S and the Wild EC 9°
The Wild EG S is classed as a wide-angle camera, as 

it has a lens angle of 90 degrees„ It takes a nine by nine 
inch photograph, with a lens system having a focal length 
of 152 millimeters.

The Wild EC 9 is classed as a super-wide-angle cam
era, since it has a lens angle of 12© degrees. It also takes 
a nine by nine inch photograph, with a lens system having a 
focal length of C8 millimeters»

Both cameras are provided with internal lighting 
systems which expose the fiducial marks onto the film at the 
instant of exposure of each photograph0 The fiducial marks 
are small crosses at the corners of the photographs0 By 
drawing diagonal lines through the fiducial marks, the center 
of each photograph, known as the principal point, can be 
established, since this is needed in the analytical work.

Since the completion of this project, the EG d cam
era has had four additional fiducial marks added to the mid
points of the edges of the photograph, giving better film 
shrinkage.determination for calibration of plates for ad
justment of photographic coordinates.

The internal lighting systems in the cameras also 
illuminate small instruments which show the serial number 
of the photograph, the time of the exposure, and a bull5s-eye
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level bubble which records any tilt of the camera<. Each of . 
these is recorded on every photograph<,

Flight Lines
The project area was divided into seven flight lines 

for photographyo For each flight line, the elevation of the 
average terrain was established, and from this the flight 
height was determined. This was set at 6000 feet above the 
average terrain for the BO 9 camera, as previously discussed. 
The flight lines and distribution of control points are shown 
in Figure 4.



Flight Line 2
Flight Line 4

Existing Highway
Flight Line 1

Flight Line 3

Scale: 1" = 5000T Approx.
A Horizontal and Vertical 
^  Control Point

O  Vertical Control Point

Fig. 4. Diagram Showing Flight Lines and Distribution of Horizontal and Vertical Control Furnished by the Arizona Highway Department.



Flight Line 4

Existing Highway.

Flight Line 6

Flight Line 5

Scale: 1” = 5000f Approx.
A Horizontal and Vertical ^  Control Point
O Vertical Control Point

Fig. 4— Continued H
xO



Flight Line ?■

Existing Highway

Flight Line 6

Scale: 1” = 50001 Approx.

A Horizontal and Vertical Control Point
O Vertical Control Point

Fig. 4— Continued
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PameliELg of all the targets was completed, by the 
middle of July, but iuelement weather delayed the flights 
for several days after the panels had been placed= There 
was nearly a week of rain, wind, and cloudy overcast which 
prevented photographic flying„ On July 20 the weather con
ditions turned favorable and the job was flown and photo
graphed with both cameras. Bach camera was flown in its 
own airplane, and the flights were closely coordinated to 
minimise differences in atmospheric refraction.

The negatives were processed at the Photogrammetry 
and Mapping Division?s laboratory in Phoenix. Nine by nine 
inch contact prints were available for inspection on July 21, 
the day after the flights.

Examination of First Photographs 
On examination of the contact prints from the RC $, 

it was observed that the fiducial marks were absent on all 
photographs, although the topographic detail was properly 
exposed. The prints were examined for visibility of panel
ing on the targets, and many panels appeared partially ob
scured and difficult to identify.

As a result of these conditions, a decision was made 
to field check some of the paneling, and of course to



investigate the cause of the missing fiducial marks„ as it 
would be necessary to re-photograph the project.

The internal electrical circuitry of the EC 8 cam
era was tested and found to be in order. The light bulbs 
for the fiducial marks lighted when tested, but all of them 
appeared to be somewhat darkened from use. The bulbs were 
replaced, as this appeared to be the only possible source 
of trouble, and this remedied the deficiency in the fidu
cial marks, as it was later determined.

Modification of Paneling 
On July 24 the panels on many of the points in the 

field were checked to see whether panel visibility could 
be improved for re-photographing. Out of the 4© to 45 
points which were checked, it was noted that sand, silt 
and dust had partially covered or obscured some of the 
panels during the bad weather which had delayed the flights 
Also, some of the panels had been displaced by wind and 
weather, and some by a field survey crew who was■ unaware 
that the photography had not been completed. It was esti
mated that 20 to 25 per cent of the points were affected.

Many of the points were repaneled, and it was at 
this time that some of the panels were extended with a 22- 
inch by 5-foot extension to each arm of the cross.

It would no doubt have been better if all of the 
panels could have been examined to ensure that they were
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still properly positioned and imofescmred, but time and man
power were not available to complete this*

%@-flvimm
On July 23s the day after the points were field 

checked and the paneling cleaned up and improved9 weather 
conditions were favorable and the job was re-flown and re
photographed with both cameras, using the same aircraft and 
photographic data as on the previous flights« The photo
graphs from this second series of flights were technically 
acceptables visibility of the targets was considerably 
improvedj and these sets of photographs were the ones used 
in the analysis (Figs, 5 through 16).
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Fig. 5<> EG 8 Photographs Flight line 1, Photograph 1. 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner

/
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Fig, 5. RC £ Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 1.



EC 8 Photograph, Flight line 1, Photograph 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner



Fig. 6. EC 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph



EG 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 3 ° 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner



Fig. 7. RC 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 3.



EC 8 Photographs Plight Line 1, Photograph 4° 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner
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Fig. S. RC 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 4.



EG 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, 

Horizontal and Vertical Control 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner

Photograph 5° 

Point
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Fig. 9. RC 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 5*



RS 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 6° 

Horizontal and- Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner
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Fig. 10. RC 8 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 6.



Fig, 11, EC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 

y/\ Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

(^) Vertical Control Point 

I 1 Section Corner

i
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Fig. 11. RC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 1.



/

Fig, 12, EG 9 Photograph-, Plight Line 1, Photon 

A Horizontal and Vertical Control Point
o
□

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner

graph 2,

/
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Fig. 12. RC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 2.



16 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 3„ 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner ,
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Fig. 13. RC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 3•



EG 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 4° 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner
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Fig. 14. EC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 4



EG 9 Photographs Plight Line 1, Photograph 5« 

Horizontal and Vertical Control Point 

Vertical Control Point 

Section Corner
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Fig. 15. RC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 5*



Fig. 16. EG 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 6, 

/ \  Horizontal and Vertical Control Point

Q Vertical Control Point

□
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Fig. 16. RC 9 Photograph, Flight Line 1, Photograph 6.



Contact prints from both the EC $ and EC § photo
graphs were examined and paneled points were marked for 
recognition and identificatiom. In addition, the Arizona 
state plane coordinates of a series of control points were 
tabulated for smbmission to the commercial firm which was 
to do the analysiso

The photographs and control were submitted to 
Eeotronics, A Teledyne Company, 1000 South Magnolia, Mon
rovia, California 91016, for analysis and determination of 
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the points for which 
no data were supplied.

For technical reasons in the laboratory of Geotronics 
it was necessary to assign new identities to the stations, 
rather than use those assigned by the Photogrammetry and 
Mapping Division. The column headings in Tables 1 and 2 
reflect this,.in giving both the Photogrammetry and Mapping 
Division station and the Geotronics station.

Using am analytical bridging technique, technicians 
at Geotronics started with the established control coordi
nates and set up models for each flight strip = In this 
technique it was possible to read out values of the hori
zontal and vertical coordinates of the points by means of
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Table 1= Analysis ©f Coordinate Differences5 Wild RG S Camera, lagdad-lillside Project,
station 'Flight 

1
IX II

P & M + ■f IX'2 IT2 DX2fDY2 Vector
10002
10006
1000S
10009
10011
10012
10014

1-11
#-12
1 -1 4

. I 
¥-13 
1-24

0,744
0,374

0,751
0,297
0,333
0,200
0,472
2,428 0,751

2,
©<

0,

©,
3-

1<
0,

0,

%

0,554 
0,140 
0,5 
0,08 
0,111 
0,043
0,223
1,723

4,360 
0,318 
2«143 
0,028 
0,052 
0,172 
0.601

4,914 
0.458 
2.707 
© =
0, 
0.215

9,397

2.213 
0.676 
i< 
0,339 
0, 4©3
0.463

0.907 6 0642

Flight 
Line 2
10021
10022 0.836 

0 <

0.274 0,

0.274 o<

0.075 0.029

.443 0.699 ©c
0.774 0.225

0.104 0.322

0.999 1.267

Line 3
10029
10030

W-29

372- 1 -1

0,|
0.1

0.431 0.346 0.186
0.443 0.258 0.196

0.532 0.

0.454 0. V )-o



Table 1— @ontinmed«

Line 3 P & H
16031 3 7 2 -1 -2

10032 372-A-3
10033 372-A-4
10035 372-1-1

372-1-2 
16037 372-1-3
10039 372-1-5
10040 372-1-6
10041 ' 372-1-7
10042 372- 0-1

10043 372-6-2
10046 1-34
10052 IW-33
10053

Flight- 
Line 4
10054 IW-35

Dl2 "9 9 9 RadialDy 11 -MI Vector
0o6i9 
0.379 
0.911 
0.734 
0.914 
1.046 
0.584 
0 = 812 
0.894 
0.908 
0.880 
1.366 
0.697
0.30811:996

0.092

0.594 
0.011 
0.342 
0.018 
0.224 
0.033 
0.958 
0 = 003 
0.160 
0 = 008 
© 0 000
0.304

0.058

0.789
w m

0.259

0.475

0.144

0.830

0.539

0.835

1.094

0.341

0.659

0.799

©.824

0.774

1.866
0.486

0.095
10.143

0.008

1.069
0.155
1.172
0.557
1.059
1.127
1.299
0.662
0.959
0.832
0.774
2.170
0.544
0.884
14.249

0.267

1.032 

0.393 
1.080 

0.745 
1.025 
1.060 

1.136 

0.788 

0.978 
0.912 

0.880 • 
1.470 
0.736
0.939
14.576

0.516 - G Q u



Table 1:— Continmed« 
FlightLine 4 P & M
1QG55 372-1-1
10036 . 372-1-4
10057 372-1
10056 372-1-1
10059 372-F-l
10060 1W-2.
10061 372- 1-2
10062 1-2
10063 372-F-3

372-0
10066 HW-12
10069 372-1-1
10070 372-H-3
10072 372-1-1
10073 372-1-2
10075

IT______  0  ̂ 0 Radial4- II2 BY2 DIg-fBY2 Vector
0.976
0.057
0.256

0.050

0.526
0.205

0.765
0.674

0.003 0.953
0.031 0.003
0.066 0.067
0.266 0.264
0.449 0.003
0.346 0.249
0.546 0.012
©.©06 0.347
0.366 0.316
0.064 0.035
0.001 0.279
0.520 . 0.042 
0.130 0.042
0.000 ' 0.022 
0.195 0.079
0.057 O.565
0.239 0.454

0.956 0.977
0.034 0.164
0.133 0.364
0.532 0.729
0.452 0.671
0.597 0.771
©.560 0.747
0.355 0.595
0.704 0.636
0.119 0.344
0.260 0.526 
0.562 0.749
0.172 0.414
0.022 0.149 
0.274 0.522
0.642 0.600 
0.693 0.632 M3



Table l— ContirmecU EC 8 Camera
m

Line 4 P & M - Hh
10077 371-J 0.418
10078 372-J-2 0.906
10079 372-J-3 0.830

Line 5 
10088
10089
10090
10091
10092
10093
10094
10095 
10097 
i©if8

10099

10080 372-T-47 1.6 __
6.003 4<

372-K-l
O  > 7 0  i f  #

0.740

372-L
X  0 V  j / X

1.618
372-1-1 1.606
NW-19 2.023

372-T-ff
'5 '79— T  9 '

0.535
i  ■ a '7 £

372-L-4 1.441
372-M 0.755

372-M-l 1.041
1W-20 0.693

3.096

RadialVector



Table 1— Continued°
it ■
5 ■ P & M

10100 372-11-1
10101 372-M-3
10102 372-M-4
10104 372-M-5
10106 .372-1-6
10107 372-1-1
10108 37SS®
10109 372-1-2 

2-1-3

10111 372-P
10116 1-21
10122 
10123 1-20

Radial
m 4 VectorHH

1.618 
1.951 
1.050 
1.111 
0.708 
0.983 
0.973 
0 = 781 
0.594 
0.66l 
0.169 
0.165

0.947
21.799

m 2

3.352
1.484
5.226
0.863
1.935
2.056
0.837
3.656
0.681
2.660
0.098
1.026
0.392
1.674
43.354

2.618 , 

3.806 
1.102 
1.234 
0.501 
0 = 966 
0.947 
0.610 
0.353 
0.437 
0.028 
0.027 
0.011 
0.897

5.970
5.290
6.328
2.097 
2.436 
3.022 
1.784 
4.266 

1.034
3.097 
0.126 
1 = 053 
0.403 
2.571

2.435 
2.294 
2.513 
1 = 444 
1.558 
1.737 
1.334 
2.060 
1.014 
1.754 
0 = 354 
1.024 
0.635 
1.601



Table 1— Continued» RC 8 Camera
©I IT

Line 6 F & M - + - +

Flight 
Line 7

10130 ¥-25 . . 0=101 1,
10147 372-52 1=38© 0<
10148 1-22 1=620 1 <

10149 372-8 0 = 594 0 = ,
10150 372-T 1=016 © = .

1-26   0=098  CL
3=594 1=215 2=182 3 <

lff-3© 0 = 534 0 = :
10137 372-* 0 = 103 0 = <
10139 ¥-29 0 = 214 0 = (
1014© 372-T 0 = 243 0 = (
10141 ' iW-32 0 = 137 o = :
10144 1-32   0 = 793 0 = 256 •0 = 991 1 = 033 0 = 256 1> = ;

TOTALS 49 o 472 9 = 352 9-462 47 = «

Radial1X2 IT2 1X24-112 Vector
0 = 010 2 = 250 2 = 260 1 = 500
1 = 904
2 = 624

0 = 933 
1=479

2 = 837 
4-103

1 = 680 
• 2 = 021

0=353 0 = 801 1 = 154 1 = 070
1=032 0.301 1-333 1=151
0 = 010 0 = 458 0=468 0 = 683
5-933 O H 12=155 8=105

0 = 285 0=017 0 = 302 0 = 548
0 = 011 0=650 0 = 66l 0 = 812
0 = 046 0 = 001 0 = 047 0,216
0 = 059 0 = 001 0 = 060 0 = 244
0 = 019 
0 = 629

0=052
0=066

0 = 071 
0=695

0 = 266 
0 = 833

1 = 049 0=787 1=836 2 = 919
64-899 53-493 119=392 87=388



Table 2o Ijialysis of Coordinate Differencess Wild EC 9 Camera, lagdad-lillside Project,

Line 1 P & M
11 BY

+ Dl2 1IX 112+DY2 Vector
10002
10006
10008
10009
10011
10012

I-11 
W-12 
1-14 
llf-13 
Bag-1 
W-13

0,

0,459

0,717
0,604

0,636

0,922 0,185
0,596

0,641 2,
0,
0,

0,427

0,949

0,038

1,414

0,513
0,033
0,406
0,850
0,355
0,211 
'2,

0,182
0,365
0,900
0,034
0,001
0,009
1,491

0,695
0.398
1. 
0,884
0,356
0,220

0,834 
0,631 
1,142 
0,940 
0,596 
0,
4,612

Flight Line 2
10021
10022

¥-19 1,589 0<
1W-30 ____  0,603 _0,000 2,192 0, 0,1000,100

2,524
0,2,

0,040
0,010
0,050

2,564

S t E I
0,611
2,209

Flight 
Line 3
10029
10030 
10031

¥-29 
4-1 

B—A—2

0,304
0,374

0,629
©<
©<

0,3 0,092
0,121
0,396

0,142
0,064
0,000

0,234
0,185
0,396

0,483
0,430
0,629



Table 3— 0omtlamed. 1C 9 Camera
• B1

Line 3 P & M
10032 372-1-3 0.461
10033 372-1-4 0.161
10035 372-1-1 0.369
10036 372-1-2 0.021
10037 372-B-3 0.120
10039 372-1-5 0.918
10040 372-1-6. 0.199
1©041 372-I-7 0.404
10042 372-0-1 0.230
10043 372-0-2 0.124
10046 1-34 0.08
10052 1W-33 0.054 _____3.405 1.020

Flight 
Line 4

0.174

0.515

0.0090.961

10054 KW-35 0.119 0.442
10055 372-I-I 0.626 0.033
10056 372-1-4 0.210 0.658

IT 0 o 0 0 Radial11^ IT IX IT Vector

0.386
0.218

0.125
0.057
0.345
0.418
0.703
0.163
0.781

3372

0.213
0.026
0.136
0.000
0.014
0.842
0.040
0.163
0.051
0.015
0.007
0.003
2.119

0.014
0.393
0.044

0.030
0.149
0.048
0.255
0.016
0.003
0.119
0.175
0.494
0.027
0.610
0.000
2.132

0.195
0.001
0.434

0.243
0.175
0.184
0.255
0.030
0.845
0.159
0.338
0.545
0.042
0.617
0.003
4.251

0.209
0.394
0.478

0.493
0.418
0.429
0.515
0.173
0.919
0.398
0.581
0.738
0.205
0.785
0.054
7.249

0.457
0.627
0.691



Table 2— Continued° RC 9 Camera
■ - II

line k P & M -______ ±_

10057 372-1 0,337 0<
2-1-1 0 o 244 1<

10059 372-F-l 0,443 ©o'
10060 1W-2 0,544 1,:
10061 372-1-2 ©,457 ©,'
10062 1-2 1,011 ©,'
10063 372-P-3 0,209 v„7: : ©,'

372-© 0,217 0,:
10066 1¥-12 . 0<
10069 372-H-l 0,
1007© 372-H-3 1,269 ©.;
10071 372-1 0,716 0<
10072 372-1-1 0,455 0,
10073 372-1-2 1,094 0,
10074 372-1-3 1.
10075 1W-13 0,720 ®,;

-J-l 0,

IT
DX2 9. g g Radial IT 1I21T2 Teeter
0.150 0
0.060 1
0.197 ©
0.296 1
0.209 0

0_L p &

0,044
VI

©
0.047 0

.520 0.925 0

.002 0.020 0
1.613 0
0,514 ©
0,208 0

.052
JL 0 Vvy
1.348

V
©

0.520 ©
0,103 0,333 0,

0,413 0,643
1,201 1,095 
0,736 0,357
l,6©f 1,267
0,809 0,899 
1,577 1,253
0,588 O.766
0,114 0,337
1,196 1,091
0,020 0.142 
1.655 1.285
0.576 0.759
0.238 0.487
2.003 1.415
1.351 1.160
0.644 0.802
0.349 0.590 ^

263
141
539
313
600
555
544
067
271
000
042
©62
030
803'
003
124
ill



Table 2--Qontinued <

Line 4 F & M
2-J

10O7S 372-J-2
10079 372-J-3
10060 372-T-47

Line 5
10066 372-K-l
10069 372-1-2
10090 372-L
10091 372-L-l
10092 MW-19
10093 372-T-59
10094 372-L-3
10095 372-L-4
10097 372-I -
10096 372-1-1

0.149

0.626

0.359
0.45©
1.006
0.912
0.362

0.370

0.460

0.052
0.060
1.04©
0.090
10.424

0.001
©.©©i
0.675
0.467
0.479
0.970
0.442
0.394
1.340
0.714

0.001 
0.022 
0.019
0.023
7.061

0.025 
0.313 
0.203 
1.015 
0.632 
0 = 146 
0.000 
0.137 
0.005 
0.212

0.053
0.102
1.059
0.113
17.477

0.026
0.313
0.676
1.462
1.311
1.116
0.442
0.531
1.345
0.926

RadialVector
0.230
0.319
1.260

0.161
0.559
0.937
1.217
1.143
1.053
0.664
©.729 
1.159 
0.967 ^



Table %— Continued. RC 9 Camera 
Flight . -■Line 5 P & H 4*
10099
10100

HW-2©
372-M-2

1-439 
, 1=195

10101
10102
10104

372-M-3
372-11-4
372-M-5

0 = 713
1 = 070 
0 = 516

10106
10107

372-M-6
372-1-1

0=067
0 = 805

10109 372-1-2 0 = 712
10112 372-1-3 0 = 127
10113 1W-21 0 = 163
10115 372-P 0=241
10116 1-21 0 = 315
10120 1W-22 © = 741
10122 372-51

TJ.rn.9A
0 = 003 
0=156J L V J L < C ,2  

1012)2 ■
IN  w  A*xy

372-1 0 = 777 '15:316 t)T241‘

0o25d

Go 249

0 = 654 
0=232 
© = 512

XT3T

II

0=465 2 = 070 0=216 2=286 1=510
1 = 435 0=067 1 = 502 1=225

0= 586 0 = 510 0=344 0 = 854 0=925
0=293 1=145 0=086 1 = 231 1=108
0 = 028 0 = 267 0 = 001 0 = 267 0=517
0 = 076 0 = 004 0 = 006 0 = 010 0=101
0 = 052 0 = 649 0 = 003 0 = 652 0 = 808
0 = 181 0=517 0 = 033 0 = 550 -0=741

0=015 0 = 062 0 = 077 0=277
0 = 285 0 = 026 

0 = 058
0=082 
0 = 428

0 = 108 
0 = 486

0=328
0=697

0 = 099 0 = 054 0=153 0=391
0=550 0 = 262 0 = 812 0 = 901

0 = 225 0 = 000 0 = 051 0 = 051 0=225
0 = 109 0 = 024 0 = 012 0=036 0=190
0 = 456 0 = 604 0,208 0 = 812 0 = 9016T893 13=453 '4=803" 18=238 19 = 428

5



Table 2— Continued» RC 9 Camera
Flight - 11
Line 6 P & M
10130 ¥-25 0 = 244
10147 372-52 0 = 791
10148
10149
10150

N-22
372-S
372-T

0 = 154 
0 = 007

0 = 150
10152 N-26 0 = l6l 

0=311

Flight Line 7
10136 . 
10137

iW-3i
372-W

0 = 208 
0 = 447

10139 m-29 0 = 575
1014© 372-Y ©=142
10141 mi-32 __ 0 = 1190 = 000 1,-

TOTALS 33o834 6=053

JL _ p p Radial+ U ilr BI2 ll2-fll2 Vector
0 = 060 1-135 1=195 1 = 092

0 = 855 0 = 626 0 = 73© 1-356 1 = 162
0 = 024 0 = 411 0=435 0 = 659

0 = 606 0 = 000 0 = 367 0=367 0=606
0 = 544 0 = 022 0 = 296 0 = 318 0=564
0 = 288 0=026 0=083 0 = 109 0 = 330
2 = 393 0 = 758 3-022 3-780 4=413

0 = 076 
0 = 145

0 = 043 0=686 0 = 729 0 = 853
0 = 200 0 = 129 0 = 329 0 = 573
0=331 0 = 027 0=358 0 = 598
0 = 020 0=006 0 = 026 0=161
0 = 014 0 = 021 0 = 035 0 = 1870 = 221 0 = 608 CISf . 1 = 477 2 = 372

15-421 32=620 19=428 52=050 59-051



a coordinate digitizing system= This consists of an 
electronic-mechanical linkage by means of which a position 
on a space model can be located mechanicallys and the co
ordinates of the position read directly from the indicating 
dials of the unit, and the coordinates can also be punched 
onto tape for input to a computer.

After the bridged models were set up and oriented, 
the control points were checked and coordinates read and 
compared with the given data. Adjustments were then made 
to bring the root mean s quare of the residual differences 
to a minimum. It was not possible to get every control 
point to fall exactly on its given coordinates, for a 
number of reasons, These include aberration in the lens 
systems, variations in atmospheric refraction, small but 
unavoidable differential shrinkage in the film base, and 
other small random errors,

Next, the horizontal and vertical coordinates were 
determined for each paneled point that could be observed 
in the models, and these values were tabulated (Tables 1 
through 5)»

Upon completion of the analytical work, the results 
were returned to the Photogrammetry and Mapping Division in 
Phoenix,



Table 3« Sranmary of Analys©s9 Bagdad-Blillslie Project,
RC 8 RG 9

Average Error of Coordinates m  = -0.47# -0.330
DY = 4-0.446 —0.014

Standard Error of Coordinates m  = 0.879 0.394
BY = 0.798 0.234

Maximum Error of Coordinates 1Z = -2.286 +I.589
BY = +1.951 -1.143

Average Radial Vector 1.040 0.703
Maximum Radial Vector 2.513 1.598
Position Accuracy(Average Bad. Vee./Flight Ht.)

1:5770 1:4936

Standard Error of Radial Vector 1.439 0 = 790
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Table 4° Elevation Gomparis Hillside Project. sonj RC 8 Photo;graphy, Bagdadi.-

Station
Field Survey 
Elevation AnalyticalElevation 12 DZ2

Sag-© 3653.171 3653.000 -0.171 ©.0292
Bag-M 3486.235 , 3486.200 -0.035 0'.0012

1 I 3529.681 3529.031 -0.650 0.4225
Bag—Ei 3502.067 3502.100 +0.033 0.0011
Bag-K 3408.537 3408.500 -0.037 0.0014
Bag—I 3098.759 3098.191 -0.568 0.3230
372-A 3118.925 3118.900 -0.025 G1.0006
372-1 3©24o69l 3024.200 -0.491 0.2411
372-D . 2626.©00 2626.000 O.iOOO 0.0000
372-1 2624.50 . 2623.745 -0.755 0.5700
372-1 2568.710 2569.064 +0.354 0.1253
372-© 2339.03 2390.231 +1.201 ■ 1.4450
372-1 2359.91 2359.313 -0.697 0.4858
372-1 2356.76 2356.80I +0.041 0.0017
372-K 2415.162 2415.200 +0.036 0'.0014
372-1 2470.255 2470.462 +0.207 G1.0428
372-1 2546.165 2546=244 +0.089 G'.0079
372-1 2841.244 2841.20© —©.044 0'.0019
372-© 3012.388 3012.400 +0.012 G'.0001
372-1 3243.710 3243.065 -0.645 G1.4160
372-% 3268.803 3268.800 -0.003 0i.OOOO
372-S 3552.377 3553.534 +1.157 1..3386



Table 4— Continued
372-T 3579 o 142 35#.227 +1.085 1.1772
372-U 3778o 514 3778.500 -0.014 0.0002
372-T ' 4037.58I 4037.600 +0.019 0.0004
372-W 3997.575 3997.616 +0.041 0.0017
372-3;' 3996.85© 3996.800 -0.050 0 = 0025
372-T 3964.618 3964.481 -0=137 0.0188
Pat 3927.476 3927.400 -0.076 • . 0.0058

" 8.675 “ 6.6632

Bean DZ = 8.675/29 = 0.299 feet 
Standard Error == 1/6.6632/29 = 0.479 feet 
Standard Error of Mean = 1/6.6632/812 = 0.091 feet
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Table 5» ll@Tatl@n €©aparis©ms RC f Photographys Bagdad- Hillside Projecto

Station Field Survey Elevation AnalyticalElevation I3Z DZ2
Bag-0 3653 -171 3653.000 -0=171 0=0292
lag-M 3486=235 3486=200 -0=035 0=0012
Bag-1 3529=681 3529.321 -0.360 0=1296
Bag-L 3502=067 3502=100 -1-0 = 033 0=0011
lag-1 3408=537 3408= 500 -©=037 0=0014
lag-1 3098=759 3098=139 -00 620 ©=3844
372-A 3118=925 3118=900 -0=025 0=0006
372-1 3024.691 3#24.2@® -0=491 0=2411
372-1 2626=000 2626=000 ©0 00© 0=0000
372-1 2624.500 2624.414 -0.086 0=0074
372-F 2568=710 2569.015 +0=305 0=0930
372-© 2389.030 2389.II4 +0=084 0=0071
372-1 . 2359.910 2360=349 ' +0 = 439 0=1927
372-J 2356=760 2357.748 +0=988 0=9761
372-1 2415.162 2415.200 +0=038 0=0014
372-1 2470.255 2470=401 +0=146 0=0213
372-® 2546=165 2545.651 -0=514 0=2642
372-1 2841.244 2841.200 — 0 0 044 0=0019
372-0 3012=388 3012=40© +0=012 0=0001
372-P 3243.710 3243.315 -0=395 0=1560
372-1 3268=803 3268=800 -© = ©03 0=0000
372-8 3552=377 3552=598 +0=221 0=0488



Table 5— Oomtiamed.
372-T 3579-142 3579-464 +0.342 0.1170
372-W 3776.514 3776.500 -0.014 0.0002
372-T 4037-561 4037-600 +0.019 0.0004
372-W 3997-575 3997-547 -0.020 0.0000
372-1 3996.050 3996.000 -0.05© 0.0025
372-1 3964.610 3965=471 +0.653 0.7276
Pat 3927.476 3927.4OO -0.076 0.0050

6.429 3.4129
Mean DZ = 6.429/29 = 0.222 feet 
Standard Error = 1/3.4129/29 — ©.343 feet 
Standard Error of Mean —1/3.4129/612 = 0.065 feet



11TS1PHETATM OF RESULTS

The first step in the interpretation of the results 
of the amalytieal work was to prepare tables showing the 
Z coordinate and T coordinate of each of the control points 
treated in the analysis, and the values of the coordinates 
as determined by the ground survey.

The differences between the analytical coordinates 
and the ground survey coordinates were then determined, and 
the squares of the differences were calculated. This was 
necessary both for statistical analysis and in order to 
calculate the radius vector, or actual total displacement 
of the points,(Li, 1965)»

It quickly became evident that the displacements 
did not follow the expected random pattern.

In Flight Line 1, for the RC S camera, six of the 
seven points recovered, or identified for analysis, showed 
a negative value for the difference between the Z coordinate 
as determined from the photographs and the Z coordinate as 
determined from the ground survey; in other words, six of 
the seven points were photographically located to the west 
of the ground survey points.

In Flight Line 2, only two points were recovered, 
so the randomness cannot be determined.



In Flight Line 3» all 16 of the phot ©granimetri ©ally 
located points were to the north of the points located by 
ground surveyss and 11 of the 16 points were west of the 
points determined by ground surveys *

Flight Line 4 exhibited more of a random character, 
with about 50 per cent of the points located to the north
and to the south-, and a similar distribution to the east and
west „

On Flight Line 5, 25 points were recovered in the ana
lytical work, and 24 of these points were to the northwest of 
the points as located on the ground survey.

Flight Lines 6 and 7 showed a random distribution of
point locations.

The recovery of points on the EG 9 photographs 
showed a similar lack of randomness, particularly on Flight 
Lines 4 and 5° On Flight Line 4, 18 of the 24 points were 
located photogrametri©ally to the southwest of the ground 
survey points, and on Flight Line 5$ 16 of the 25 points 
were to the northwest of the ground survey points.

On Flight Line 7S six points were recovered and all 
of them were to the east of the ground survey locations.

It is apparent from examination of the deviations of 
the recovered points that some type of systematic error was 
present in the analysis. Whether this error lies in the 
analytical work itself, or whether it can be attributed 
wholly or in part to the ground coordinates is speculative.
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Of the 57 section and quarter-seetion corners on the 

project, 29 were recovered in the photogrammetrie analysis*
On 20 of the 29, the radial vector exceeded six-tenths of a 
foot, or l/l©,0O0 of the flight height * On over 34 per cent 
of the points, the radial vector exceeded one foot, and on 
10 per cent of the points, it exceeded two feet. The figures 
in this paragraph apply to the results of the EG $ camera, 
and include only section and quarter-seotion corners.

On the over-all results with the EC 8 camera, 101 of 
160 points were recovered, 17 of them used as control points 
in the analytical work and 84 of them recovered for com
parison with ground survey coordinates. On 19 of the 84 
points, the radial vector was within six-tenths of a foot 
of the ground survey location of the point, • Thirty-eight 
of the points had a radial vector error exceeding one foot, 
and seven of the points had a radial vector error exceeding 
two feet,

Twenty-seven of the section corners and quarter-section 
corners were recovered-on the EC 9 pho-togrammetric analysis,
Of these, seven were within 0,348 foot of the ground survey 
position. Eight were more than one foot in error, and none 
was more than two feet in error.

Over-all results with the EG 9 camera showed a total 
of 84 points recovered for comparison, plus the 17 control 
points, or a total of 101 points recovered. Of the 84 com
parison points, 17 were within 0*348 foot of the ground survey
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position of their respective points« Eighteen of the points 
had a radial vector error exceeding one foot, and none of 
the points had a radial vector error in excess of two feet.

In terms of the customary method of expressing pre
cision, for the RC 3 camera, the mean radial vector divided 
by the flight height gave a value of 1:5770 for position ac
curacy. The corresponding figure for the RC 9 camera position 
accuracy was 1:4936.

The standard error of the coordinates for the RC 3 
camera was 0.379 for the BZ coordinates and 0.793 for the 
IT coordinates. Corresponding values for the RC 9 photo- 
• graphs were 0 = 394 for IX and 0 = 234 for ST (Table 3).

Calculations for the above included the recording of 
the X and T coordinates for the ground survey values of each 
point and the analytical values of X-and T. The differences 
between the ground survey values and the analytical values 
were determined, and tabulated as DX and ST. The DX and ST 
values were squared, and the squared values added to obtain 
a value of SX^ + DT^ for each point. The square root of 
BX^ 4* BT^ gave the radial vector for each point, and the 
square root of the sum of SX^ values, divided by the number 
of points, gave the root mean square, or standard error for 
the BX values, and a similar calculation gave the standard 
error for the ST values.

For each flight line the BX of each point for the 
RC 3 camera was plotted against the BX for the same point as



determined from the EG 9 photographs„ A similar plot was 
made for the IT values9 to see whether the groupings were 
oentered around the zero point of the graph9 or whether 
there was a definite "bias in one direction or another. For 
flight lines where very few points were recovered9 the 
graphs9 of course9 are trivial, but all of the flight lines 
where more than six or seven points were included show a 
definite bias from the zero point9 which again''indicates a 
systematic error common to both sets of photographs.

This naturally leads to the conclusion that an error 
(or errors) of some form exists in the basic ground control 
data, most likely one or more displaced targets (Pigs. 1% 
through 30) <.

In comparison between the EG E> and the EC 9 in terms 
of photographic scale rather than flight height, the EC 9 
camera is superior. For a photographic scale of 1 inch = 
1000 feet, the ratio of the average radial vector to the 
scale for the EG G is 1.04/1000, or Is962. For the EC f, 
the ratio is 0.703/1000, or 1:1422.
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Flg. 17. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 1.
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Fig. 18. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 1
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Fig. 19. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 2
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Fig. 20. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 2.
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Fig. 21. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 3.
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Fig. 22. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 3.
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Fig. 23. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 4.
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Fig. 24. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 4.
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Fig. 25. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 5.
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Fig. 26. DY of RC $ vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 5.
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Fig. 27. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 6
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Fig. 28. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 6.
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Fig. 29. DX of RC 8 vs. DX of RC 9, Flight Line 7-
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Fig. 30. DY of RC 8 vs. DY of RC 9, Flight Line 7.
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Several other projects of a anaeh smaller extent were 
analyzed in a similar manner by the Photo gramme t ry and 
Mapping Division<, using the analytical services ©f Aero 
Service ®orp©rati©ms 1136 North las- Palmas Avenues Holly- 
wood Saliformia 90030° The Aero -Service ©orporation uses 
a Zeiss stereocomparator in their analysis=

One of the projects was on the Bewey-lliss highway, 
which was flown twice with the 1© 0 camera.. One flight was 
at an altitude to give a photographic scale of l$l = 1000? 
.and. the other flight to give a photographic scale of Is ~
50©* ° At the 1̂  = 1000J scale, eight section corners were 
recovered for analytical comparison, and at the 1M == 500? 
scale, 15 corners were recovered°

The standard error of the radial vector for the 
1M =6 1000f photography was 0°443 feet, and for the 1M =
500? photography it was 0,769 feet.

Results are shown in tabular.form in Table 6, No 
information was available on elevations for this project.

On the Benson-Mammoth highway, a total of 13 points 
was recovered for analytical horizontal position comparisons 
with ground survey control. The results are summarized in 
tabular form in Table 7, In addition to these, 11 points
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fable 60 Dewey-Bliss Highway»
Wild RG S 6« Focal Length (Camerai» = x000y x« = 500*

T 14 N R 1 E DX DI DX 11

W - 2 
SW - 2

-0.157
-0.330

-0.553
-0.149 -2.221 40.342

f 14 I- R 2 E 
W - 33 
S - 33 

SW - 33
sw - 32

40.680 
40.229 40.509 -0.152

40.023 
-0.475 40.421 

' -0.109
T 13 H- R lb  E 

1W -  1 41.107 -©.©32
T 13 F R 2 E 

W — 4 
N - 5 SW - 3 1W - 11

-0.231 40.372
-0.010 
40.©8l
-0.07540.222

-0=250 
—00 31040.121 
—0.268

f 13 H B 3 1 
W - 7sw - $
S - 9

HW - 14

•i’0.0 ll6 40.15$ 
40.3# 
40.254 40.356

-0.52140.308
- 0.101
40.165
-0.179

-0.163
40.270
40.02940.109
40.222

-©.I 
-#
—© o 84r© 
4-©‘

fetal M 2 = © 
fetal DI2 = 0.9©9 

Standard Error DX =
BY - VC

■= 0< 
= i,

Standard Error of Radial Vector = @.
Arithmetic Mean DX = 40.069

II = -0.0S5
Analytical work done by Aero Service Corporation

7<
1.6'

V 7» 176/15 = ©.<
Vl 0675/15 = 0.335 

0.769 
DX = 40.056 
II = -i.@6i



Table 7= lensen-Hammoth Highwayo

Point

Wild EC 8 6n Focal Length Camera = 1000 * Radial VectorIX IT IX® IT®
Scale 1*

dx2+bt2
BL ©+©§ -fO. 31 -0.12 0=096. ©.014 0.110 0.33
POT 2-1-00 -0.07 0.00 0.005 0.000 0.005 0.07
63S-2 -0.69 -© = 51 0.477 0.261 0.738 0.86
S3S-2X -1.37 —0.44 1.878 0.194 2.072 1.44
63S-7T -0.2© —©. 94 0.040 O.884 0.924 0.96
638-8 -j-0.52 +1.06 0.270 1.122 1.382 1.18
638-IO -0 = 77 +©. 45 0.592 ©. 202 0.794 0.89
638-7% +1.22 -0.28 1.488 0.078 1.566 1.25
638-4 +0.59 +0 = 33 0.348 0.109 0.457 0 = 68
EW-10 , +0.09 -0.01 0.008 0.000 0.008 9.09
1-18 -0.42 -0.77 0.176 0.592 0.768 0.88
SW-12 -0.96 -©.6© 0 = 921 0.360 1.281 1.13
SKL1 +0.05 -0.21 0.003 0.044 0.047 0.22

—4.48 -3.81 17302 3.860 ilTiSl 9.98

Standard Error BX = 1/6.302/13 — "0.70
• BY = Y j> - §60713 = 0.54

Standard Error of Radial Vector =
Arithmetie Mean BX = -#.34

IT = -0.3©
Analytical work done by Aero Service Corporation.



were recovered for vertical comparison, which is given in 
Table EL The standard error of the radial vector on the 
horizontal comparison for this project was ©odd feet0

A comparison of the results of all seven projects 
is given in Table 9=

Three of the comparison projects have less than 10 
points analytically determined, and thus have little statis
tical significance» The other four projects show a position 
accuracy ranging between 1/4936 and l/7dO0 of the flight 
height for the average radial vector*

All of the latter four projects include one or two 
points whose analytical coordinates differ considerably from 
the ground survey coordinates, with the majority of the 
points being quite close in terms of flight height.

Other smaller project comparisons are given in 
tabular form in Tables 10 and 11*
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Table t= Vertical Gomparisonss Benson-Mammoth :Highway0

(Difference is + if ah is greater than fieldElytleal value value.)
Station DZ IZ® ,

POT 2+0© -© = 51 ■ ©=26©
638-7Y -1=11 1 = 232
638-8 -0 = 81 0 = 656
BL 25=00 —0 0 44 0 = 194
638-11 —0 o 44 0 = 194
636-12 -i=j8 0 = 336
638-13 -0=33 © = 1©9
14 GOR f -1=68 2 = 822
14 00% 4 -© = 98 0 = 960
VPP' 9 +2 = 20 4=840
TPP 11 —© = 40 0 = 160

9.48 11=763

Meaa M  = 9=48/11 - ®=d6 feet
Standard Error ■ *=■ ~ } /ll*763/11 = 1.©34 . feet
Standard Error of Mean = "Kllo763/11# = © = 327 feet



Project
Number 
of Points

Standard. Error 
of Coordinates m  ii

Maximum.Error 
of Coordinates11 11 Standard Error 

Radial Vector
Position
Accuracy

lagdad-Hillsi&e 
16 8 Camera 84 0.879 0.798 2.286 1 = 951 1=439 1:5770EG f Camera 84 0.394 0.234 1.589 1 = 143 0 = 790 1:4936

lewey-lliss1» =  1000? 8 0.266
f

0=354 0 = 388 0.553 0.443 111443©1« « 500* If 0=692 0=335 2.221 0.657 © = 76f 1:5250

Topock-Bavis Bam 4 0.31 0 = 33 0 = 43 0 = 46 0.45 1:14630

Davis lam South 4 0.10 1 = 16 0.13 1=49 1 = 17 1:11850

Bems on-Mammoth 13 0.70 0 = 54 1.37 1=06 0 = 88 1:7800



Table 10= Topock-Davis Bam Highway=

DZ IT DZ2 BY2 1Z241T2 RadialVector DZ DZ2
-0 = 23 40 = 27 0 = 053 0=073 0 = 126 0 = 35 40=39 0 = 152
40 = 43 —  0 Q 46 0 = 186 0 = 212 0 = 398 0 = 63 40 = 09 0 = 008
40 = 37 -0=35 0 = 137 0 = 123 0 = 260 0=51 40 = 04 0 = 002
0=00 -0=20 0 0 000 0=040 0 = 040 0 = 20 40101 0 = 000
40 = 57 -0 = 74 0=376' 0 = 448 1 = 69

40 = 27 40 = 80 0 = 073 
0 = 235

Length of job 
Number of models 
Scale of photograpl 
CameraAverage flight hei| 
Average analytical

i j

ght
bridging distance

= 11 miles = 16
= ln = 100c
= 6» Wild I 
=» 6000$ abc 
= 5 models

**.
i| 8
)ve ground

Standard; Error 1Z = 1̂ 6,37̂ /4 = 0=31 feet
IT = 1/Q o 448/4 « 0 = 33 feet
DZ « 1/0=235/5 = 0 = 22 feet

Standard Error of Radial Vector = 0=45
Arithmetic Mean DZ = 4-0 = 14 feetBY = -0=19 feet DZ — 40=16 feet
Analytical work done by Aero Service Corporation.



Table 11= Davis lam South=

IX ST DX2 IT2 DX24DY2 RadialVector
-© = ©9 -1.49 0.00S 2.220 2.22S 1.49
-0.13 -1.45 ©.©I? 2.102 2.119 1 = 46
-©oil -1.05 0.012 1.102 1.114 1.06
o 03 • 40.02 0.001 0.000 0.001 ©. ©4

-©o3§ -4.01 0.031 5.424 4=05

Length of Job = 13 miles
Number ©f models = 16
Scale of photography = l* = 200©»
Camera = 681 Wild im s
Average flight height = 12,000? .above ground
Average analytical bridging distance = 5 models

Standard Error SX = V©»038/4 = 
DT = >5.424/4 =

0.10
1.16

Standard Error of Radial Vector = Id? 
Arithmetic Mean DX = 0 = 09

IX » 1,0©
Analytical work done by Aero Service Corporation=



In general<, results of the test were somewhat less 
satisfactory than had been anticipated, with either the 
BS $ or the EC 9 camera. It had been hoped that position 
accuracy would approach the value of l/l©,©@© of the flight 
height, whereas for the EG 8, the value of l/577© and for 
the EG 9 the value of 1/4936 were actually about half as 
good as had been hoped for*

Many things were learned in the test which should 
be of value in later work. The targeting should be improved 
to give more contrast with the groundvs surface= The targets 
which were used, white plastic crosses, showed up very well 
against dark terrain and in shadow, but in full sunlight on 
light colored soil, they were difficult to see.

When a delay between targeting and photography is 
encountered, as on the Bagdad-Hillside job, every effort 
should be made to recheck all of the targeted points« The 
several days of bad weather between targeting and photog
raphy helped to obscure some of the targets, and may have 
caused some slight displacement of the targets, as was 
evidenced in the field check between the first and second 
photographic missions.



It was noted earlier that only 101 of some 160 
targeted points were identifiable and recoverable on this 
test project* Had this been a '̂real̂  job, it would have been 
necessary to check the position and visibility of every target 
in order to,improve the percentage of recovery* In this case, 
101 of 160 points, or approximately 63 per cent, were dis
tinguishable on the photographs* On an actual project it 
would have been necessary to improve the targets and re
photograph it* Normally, the recovery of points ranges from 
90 to 100 per cent*

One factor which was considered to have been a possible 
contributor to the coordinate differences was the relative 
closeness of the end elevation controls, or bench marks, to 
the line of the traverse* It is felt that the points should 
have been farther apart, to give a broader base for setting 
up the analytical models*

The source of the systematic error in displacement of 
of the analytical points with respect to the ground survey 
points has not been definitely established, although it is 
known that there are several factors which could have con
tributed to, or been the sole cause, of it* The fact that 
the error occurred in the same direction on both the RC 8 and 
EG 9 camera results tends to indicate that the displacement 
factor was something common to both sets of photographs * It 
is remotely possible that there could have been an error in



the basic ground control survey, although the closure of that 
survey was so good that it is highly unlikely that this could 
be the problem.

There are, among the items which might have con
tributed to a systematic error, the following: uncompensated
atmospheric refraction, which is unlikely because if it had 
occurred in the normal manner, it would not account for the 
direction of the displacements, and it would have been more 
uniform over the entire project, and not confined to a few 
of the flight lines; an error in the vertical coordinate of 
one or more of the control points, which would cause a warp 
or tilt of the analytical models; an error in horizontal 
positioning of one or more of the control points due to 
target displacement.

Considering the last two items, the vertical posi
tioning of some of the control points was determined by side 
shots from the traverse line, and not by leveling through 
the.points. Thus, there would be no direct check on the 
elevations of all of the points. Am elevation error on one 
or more of the control points would tend to put the errors 
of the phetegrammetrieally located points off in the same 
direction on both sets of results. The magnitude of the 
error and its effect on the warp of the models would depend 
to a large extent on whether the point or points were located 
close to, or at some distance from, the flight line. It 
could range from two to six feet elevation error to ©amseathe
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systematic error which occurred* Because of the generally 
accurate nature ©f the ground control survey, this source of 
error is regarded as unlikely*

The displacement of one or more of the targets from 
its ground control point could also cause a systematic error 
in the results* Here again, the location- of the target with 
respect to the flight line, i*e*, whether close or far distant, 
would affect the magnitude of the error caused by its displace
ment* It is known that some of the targets were displaced, and 
not all of the targets were checked prior to the second photo
graphic mission, so this is a distinct possibility*

An examination of the displacements with respect to 
the flight lines for Flight Lines 3, 4, and 5 shows that the 
magnitude of the error increases with the distance from the 
flight line, which would indicate a warping or tilt of the 
analytical model*

The standard errors of the points determined in the 
IS 9 analysis were much smaller than those for the BS 8* '
None of the point location errors for the EG 9 exceeded two 
feet, whereas several did in the BS 8 analysis*

It is unfortunate that it was not possible to locate 
more than some fifty per cent of the section and quarter- 
section corners in the photogrammetrie analysis, since this 
was one of the primary purposes of this project* This low 
percentage can be primarily attributed to poor visibility



of the targets» The same difficulty in recovery of the 
traverse stations can be traced to the same cause*

The claim of position accuracy to l/lO90OO of the 
flight height was not confirmed in this test as the results 
more nearly approached the value of 1/5000 of the flight 
heighto With careful planning, however, the results could 
be sufficiently accurate to warrant the use of the method 
for location of boundary monuments, since flight heights 
would be so established as to give results entirely within 
the range of accuracy achieved with normal ground survey 
worko In addition, it might be noted that if the necessary 
steps were taken to eliminate the systematic error which 
appeared in these results, analytical work might very well 
attain an accuracy of 1/10,00© of the flight height«

In the economic analysis of the project, it is dif
ficult to get any sort of picture, inasmuch as there were 
no charges made for the photogrammetric analysis»

In work of a similar nature, it is estimated that the 
average cost of location of a point by ground survey methods 
ranges from $40 to $5©= Also, the average cost of photo
grammetric analysis ranges from $175 to $200 per model* So, 
for the work of an average nature, if there were about nine 
points to be located per model, the savings by the photo
grammetric method would be about $20 per pointo

Of course, where conditions were especially favorable 
for ground survey methods, i.e., relatively flat, open



terrains it might be advamtageems to do the entire survey 
project by ground methods g but where the terrain is hilly 
or covered with trees or brush, or in such condition that 
ground survey expenses would be considerably increased, the 
photogrammetric method would be advantageous„

Insofar as accuracy in the positioning of boundary 
monuments is concerned, the photogrammetri© method would 
appear to be satisfactory for nearly all rural areas, as 
the positioning of section corners to within a foot or less 
is consistent with the requirements for right-of-way acqui
sition. In urban areas, the accuracy requirements could be 
met by flying at a lower altitude which would, of course, 
increase the number of models to be analyzed but, at the 
same time, there would be more points located in each 
model, which would offset that increase in cost factor.

With land worth $200 an acre, for example, if a 
section line were displaced one foot, the differemee in 
cost of right-of-way would amount to less that $25 per 
mile, so photogrammetric accuracy would appear to be 
entirely adequate, even if no better results than that 
could be obtained, and it is to be expected that results 
would be more accurate than one foot in a mile, particularly 
if a photographic scale of I1* = 5009 were obtained. But 
even at a scale of 1" = 10009, the standard error of the 
points was less than one foot, so that right-of-way costs 
should not vary appreciably from those obtained from ground 
survey methods.



In future projects, the application of some of the 
things learned from the foregoing tests will undoubtedly con
tribute to more accurate and complete results and help, avoid 
some of the shortcomings eticountered in this project. This 
has already become apparent in some of the smaller scale test 
comparisons performed subsequent to the lagdad-Hillside
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